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The Lincoln MKS is a full-sized luxury sedan that was manufactured and marketed by the
Lincoln subdivision of Ford from to Sharing the Ford D3 platform with the fifth and
sixth-generation Ford Taurus , the Lincoln MKS offered front-wheel drive with optional all-wheel
drive a first in a full-size Lincoln. Shared with the Taurus SHO , the 3. The MKS Concept
provided a preliminary view of the design direction that Lincoln was taking for their new full-size
flagship sedan of the same name. The concept car's headlights featured adaptive lighting that
pivoted the headlight projectors in concert with steering inputs. The headlight assemblies
incorporated a series of LEDs that would blink in sequence for turn indication. Side vents at the
rear of the front wheel wells were adorned with the Lincoln star. The MKS Concept featured a
large sunroof and moonroof combination that takes the place of a conventional roof. The MKS
Concept rode on 20x8. The MKS Concept seats were covered in cream-colored Aniline leather
while the doors and interior panels were covered in pearl-white suede. The dashboard was
covered in dark grey suede. Instrumentation and controls featured satin nickel inserts and
chrome trim with backlighting provided by white LEDs. An applique of real maple wood ran
across the instrument panel, dividing it into upper and lower sections. Features included
Bluetooth device connectivity, a DVD -based navigation system, a speaker, watt audio system, a
passive entry system that identifies the driver and allows starting the vehicle by carrying its key
fob, and a push button ignition system. Safety was provided by dual front airbags , driver and
passenger side airbags, and side curtain airbags. It has independent suspension with
MacPherson struts and rearward-facing lower L-arms with a stabilizer bar in the front and a
multilink coil over shock setup with a stabilizer bar in the rear. The MKS Concept featured an
active all-wheel drive system. The engine was mated to a 6-speed automatic transmission. Sales
began in the summer of as a model. The front fascia of the production version received a new
grille, a chrome, split-wing design. The trapezoidal-shaped chrome exhaust tips of the MKS
Concept were replaced with more common circular chrome tips. The production MKS uses
leather seating surfaces, thermoplastic olefin door and interior panels, as well as leatherette for
the top of the dashboard. The maple wood instrument panel applique from the concept car was
replaced with olive-ash or ebony wood. The MKS was the first series production Lincoln with
radar autonomous cruise control system. Other features include intelligent access system with
a push button start, a keyless entry keypad that is mounted flush inside the driver-side B-pillar
with buttons that only appear when touched, and optional adaptive HID headlights. Safety
features include dual front airbags , driver and passenger side airbags, and side curtain airbags.
Options include all-wheel drive , 19x8-inch machined aluminum wheels, 20x8-inch polished
aluminum wheels, adaptive cruise control, and a PowerCode remote starter. Active Park Assist,
a system which uses ultrasonic sensors to find and measure a parking space, then operate the
steering wheel to accomplish the parallel parking task, will be available in mid as an option on
the MKS. The car features four-wheel antilock disc brakes In the place of the 4. The engine was
designed to accept either regular grade, 87 octane gasoline or premium grade, 91 octane
gasoline. Using regular grade gasoline, the 3. The transmission is equipped with SelectShift
which simulates the operation of a manual transmission. The facelifted model year MKS
debuted at the Los Angeles International Auto Show , with a mildly refreshed exterior and
interior front "Multicontour" seats as well as safety updates such as auto high beam, adaptive
cruise control, forward collision warning , blind spot information system with cross-traffic alert,
and lane-keeping system. The new MKS also grew slightly in overall length to While praised for
its large interior and long list of luxury features, the MKS has been criticized for not being as
refined as other luxury sedans in a similar price range. The plant continues to build the Ford
Explorer and Police Interceptor vehicles. The Ford Crown Victoria is a full-size sedan that was
marketed and manufactured by Ford. The successor to the Ford LTD Crown Victoria, two
generations of the model line were produced from the to model years. The Crown Victoria Police
Interceptor â€” was marketed specifically for law-enforcement use; a long-wheelbase Crown
Victoria sedan â€” was marketed primarily for taxi cab fleets. The Ford Five Hundred is a
full-size automobile that was manufactured and marketed by Ford from to Deriving its
nameplate from the ''" suffix used by Ford on the Custom , Fairlane and Galaxie model ranges
from the s to s, the Five Hundred was the larger of two model lines intended to replace the Ford
Taurus. The Lincoln Town Car is a model line of full-size luxury sedans that was marketed by
the Lincoln division of the American automaker Ford Motor Company. Deriving its name from a
limousine body style, Lincoln marketed the Town Car from to , with the nameplate previously
serving as the flagship trim of the Lincoln Continental. Produced across three generations for
30 model years, the Town Car served as the flagship sedan of Ford Motor Company, marketed
directly against the Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham. The Lincoln Continental is a series of
mid-sized and full-sized luxury cars produced by Lincoln, a division of the American automaker
Ford Motor Company. The model line was introduced following the construction of a personal

vehicle for Edsel Ford, who commissioned a coachbuilt Lincoln-Zephyr convertible, developed
as a vacation vehicle to attract potential Lincoln buyers. In what would give the model line its
name, the exterior was given European "continental" styling elements, including a rear-mounted
spare tire. The Ford Panther platform is an automobile platform that was used by Ford Motor
Company from the to model years. Following the downsizing of the General Motors B-bodies
and C-bodies by two years, the Panther platform marked the end of production of sedans
unencumbered by downsizing. Originally slated for discontinuation during the early s, the
Panther architecture was used for 33 model years, the longest-produced platform in North
American automotive history. The Mercury Sable is a range of automobiles that were
manufactured and marketed by the Mercury brand of Ford Motor Company. Introduced on
December 26, as the replacement for the Mercury Marquis, the Sable marked the transition of
the mid-size Mercury product range to front-wheel drive. It is named for the U. Along with rival
Ford Ranger, the GM twins were the last compact pickup trucks on sale until While not the
longest vehicle ever sold by the brand, it is the heaviest production Lincoln ever built. It is also
the Lincoln with the greatest cargo capacity and the first non-limousine Lincoln to offer seating
for more than six people. The Lincoln LS is a four-door, five-passenger luxury sedan
manufactured and marketed by Ford's Lincoln division over a single generation from â€” The
Ford Tempo and its twin, the Mercury Topaz , are compact cars that were produced by the Ford
Motor Company for model years to They were downsized successors to the boxy Ford Fairmont
and Mercury Zephyr twins. The Tempo and Topaz were part of a rejuvenation plan by Ford to
offer more environmentally friendly, fuel efficient, and more modern styled models to compete
with the European and Japanese imports. While the car sold well, its innovation and
aerodynamic design paved the way for the even more groundbreaking Ford Taurus. The Ford
Fusion is a four-door, five-passenger mid-size sedan manufactured and marketed by the Ford
Motor Company. Introduced for the model year, the Edge is the first CUV marketed by Ford in
North America; the model line is currently in its second generation. The MKR signaled the
next-generation of premium Lincoln vehicles, introducing the new TwinForce engine family and
a restyled "bow wave" waterfall grill. The concept car was first unveiled to the media and the
public in a press release on 1 January The Ford Flex is a full-size crossover SUV that was
manufactured by the Ford Motor Company; a single generation was produced from the to model
years. Introduced as the successor to the Ford Taurus X, the model line also functionally
replaced the Ford Freestar minivan. Slightly larger than its predecessor, the Flex was sized
between the Explorer and standard-wheelbase Expedition in the Ford model line. It is not
available in Europe, where the similar sized Kia Ceed is offered. The sixth generation of the Ford
Taurus is the final generation of the model range manufactured by Ford. Introduced for the
model year, the sixth-generation Taurus is the second generation of the model line produced as
a full-size car; it is the longest and heaviest sedan sold under the Ford brand worldwide. While
sharing its D3 chassis underpinnings with the previous generation, the sixth generation marked
the first North American use of Kinetic Design design language. It is based on an enlarged
version of the Epsilon II platform. The XTS is available with front-wheel drive and all-wheel
drive. Left Lane News. Retrieved June 20, Motor Trend. June 2, January 6, Archived from the
original on July 28, Automotive News. January 9, Archived from the original on May 25,
Retrieved Archived from the original on Archived from the original on April 24, Archived from
the original on May 1, April 6, March 12, Archived from the original on July 15, Car and Driver.
May 14, Archived from the original on June 18, National Post. March 9, USA Today. January 5,
Archived from the original PDF on February 6, Archived from the original PDF on July 11,
January 4, Archived from the original PDF on January 31, Sales Gains in " PDF. January 3,
Archived from the original PDF on January 23, Lincoln vehicles. Established , a division of Ford
Motor Company since Cars Continental. Corsair Nautilus Aviator Navigator. Category
Commons. Ford Taurus. First-generation â€” Second-generation â€” Third-generation â€”
Fourth-generation â€” Fifth-generation â€” Sixth-generation â€” Seventh-generation â€”present,
China. HSC 2. Images, videos and audio are available under their respective licenses. May [1]
â€” [2]. Robert Gelardi exterior: [3] [4] Peter Horbury design chief. Full-size luxury car. Lincoln
Continental Lincoln Town Car. Lincoln Continental Town Car. Personal luxury car. Continental
Mark VI. Continental Mark VII. Mark VIII. Compact CUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Pickup
truck. Mark LT. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. When I
called to verify where it was it was at the main store according to Mary. Drove up to find out it
was at the other store on the other side of Sioux Falls. Wasted enough time on them. The sales
people are very nice and kept me updated when truck would be done with service and detailing
but drove truck miles home and had antifreeze leak and they didn't tighten the oil filter it was
just leaking thank goodness it didn't spray all the oil out. The sales person was very
knowledgeable and very nice and friendly like we knew each other for quiet some times and I

will visit again when doing my car shopping thanks a lot guys at auto mart. I called them, and
got the info and picture I needed to determine the car I was interested in. Unfortunately, I wasn't
able to show up - since it was pretty distant to my location. Nonetheless, I am grateful for the
info and timely response. He reached out to me several times by phone and email, making sure
all my questions were answered timely. Bought another vehicle instead, but we were impressed
with the vehicles and reasonable prices. Never go there again If this vehicle available next
month - I will purchase this car. But yeah, Jose called me within 30 minutes. These people are
super fast at helping me out. I recommend this place highly. I talked to Luke on the phone he
said the car had noise in the front end but ran well. We drove 2 hrs from Illinois to look at it
when we got the keys started it there was Engine light as well as the ABS light on. I asked if the
price was negotiable he said if he had to put money to fix the front end then no. He did show me
the code on the engine it said cooling system fail. I would caution anybody looking for a car
here. I give them a 1 star because that's the lowest. The vehicle was not machicily sound so l
did not go any further plus thay contacted me asap. Contacted on Tuesday which they replied to
quickly, test drive Thursday and was ready to drive away in 15 mins on Monday. Got all
paperwork done over the weekend so it was a quick process. They were all great at the
dealership help me out with everything that I needed with the purchase off the car great people
and good buying experience hope to return there soon. Very quick communication and clear
expectations on both ends. No under the rug business! We enjoyed doing business with Jason.
The dealer was very nice, informed and genuine. Answered all questions and was pleasant to
talk to. Great place to buy a car. Brent and Leo are awesome and very helpful. Love my new car.
They were great at contacting me and asking how they could help me with any questions I may
have had. They also updated me on the status of the vehicle I was looking at. I loved working
with Deml Ford. By far the best and easiest experience I have had buying a car. I highly
recommend this dealership. It was worth the hour plus drive down to Waseca from Minneapolis.
A positive experience. They were prompt, attentive, not pushy - just good business. It was like
sitting down with a long time friend talking trucks and options. I will be going back -. Now in its
second year, the edition of the Lincoln MKX adds more standard features to this already
well-endowed luxury crossover. Seating four in a spacious and quiet cabin, the MKX is available
in either front-wheel or all-wheel drive though the AWD is meant more for rough weather or
tricky roads than any true off-roading experience. The 3. Of course, with the now-standard
heated and cooled leather seats and new Lincoln Sync hands-free communication and
entertainment system, drivers will probably prefer not to rush through the driving experience,
trying to savor every luxurious moment inside the mid-size crossover. Along with the new
heated and cooled seats, the MKX gets satellite radio and memory settings for the driver's way
power seat. Also available are optional inch wheels to replace the standard inch alloys. A nice
option is the Vista sunroof, which consists of a lengthy sunroof and a rear skylight opening up
the cabin. Safety is also considered, and the Lincoln MKX is fully equipped with ABS brakes,
dual front-side and side curtain airbags, a tire monitor, traction control, and stability control
with rollover protection. Adaptive headlights and rear parking sensors can be added. It certainly
has the interior space, quiet ride, and smooth handling crossover drivers have come to expect,
and its growing list of standard high-end equipment earns high marks. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Authorized Lincoln Dealer. Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Selling my car. I
have been flying to work and haven't been using it enough. It runs great. New led highbeam and
lowbeams installed. Recently replaced the transfer case. Routine oil and fluid changes. Just get
in and drive. Heated and air-conditioned seats, heated mirrors, bac Beautiful lincoln MKZ fully
loaded with power options. Recent full service including AWD system. Purchased from owner
that has owned the car since ,km. Comes with 2 sets of rims winter and summer with tires on
both. Will come vacuumed and wiped down detailed if o I was going to pass it down to my
daughter, but I ended up getting her something smaller and newer. This is an excellent, p Reach
millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than

the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0.
Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must
be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min
payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. Sedan 5. Black 3. Red 1. White 1. Must be greater than Min Kilometres.
All Wheel Drive 2. Gasoline 2. Automatic 5. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get
price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email
Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation.
You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 5. Click here to
try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. List your car
here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned
Lincoln MKZ inventory from local Lincoln dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare
prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Lincoln MKZ with
similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View
more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new
vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all
dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller
accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included
in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your
inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! One of the oldest models in Lincoln's current
lineup, the MKS will be replaced this year by the all-new Continental. Although the MKS lags
behind the competition in most respects, it remains an affordable luxury sedan with a generous
standard equipment, a spacious interior, and a powerful optional EcoBoost V6 engine. The
Lincoln MKS offers two engines: a standard 3. The former delivers hp and lb-ft of torque and is
offered either in front-wheel drive configuration standard or with all-wheel drive optional. The
engine is smooth and capable enough, but the optional 3. Available exclusively with all-wheel
drive, it produces hp and lb-ft of torque, resulting in better dynamics with almost no fuel
economy penalty. If you like to have fun behind the wheel of your car, the Lincoln MKS is not for
you. It is a big, heavy luxury sedan that lacks the precision of its competitors when it comes to
driving dynamics. It may be quiet and composed at highway speeds, but take it to a twisty road
and you'll realize what body roll means. All-wheel drive models feel better to drive and are faster
through corners, thanks to the better traction â€” particularly with the more powerful and
torquey 3. Safety The NHTSA assessed the Lincoln MKS when it was introduced and gave it an
overall five-star rating â€” five stars for the frontal crash, five stars for the side crash, and four
stars for rollover. However, a more severe crash-test performed by the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety on a MKS revealed that the sedan is not without flaws. Front crash prevention
systems were rated as "Basic", though. The Lincoln MKS delivers a comfortable and composed
ride, which means passengers will have pleasant trips most of the time. The adjustable
suspension dampers do a good job of soaking up the road's irregularities while the comfortable
and wide seats increase the feel-good factor. There's little wind, road and engine noise
perceived inside, but not as little as in the latest-generation Lincoln vehicles. Ergonomically, the
MKS's touch-sensitive controls take some time getting used to, as does the MyLincoln Touch
infotainment system. For a vehicle that has been around since , the MKS is showing its age.
However, one may say that it has aged quite well. While the build quality and materials used in
the cabin are not as spectacular as those found on newer competitors, it remains a decent
offering. The quality materials, including optional wood and metal trim, as well as the clean look
of the center console, make for a classy ambiance. Still, the cabin feels quite dated compared to
rivals, especially when it comes to the features it offers. Without a doubt, interior space is the
Lincoln MKS' best feature. Five adult passengers can travel comfortably in the luxury sedan,
thanks to abundant legroom and headroom on both rows of seats. However, the thick roof
pillars, massive center console, and small glass area give the impression of confinement to
front passengers. The rear seat is mounted slightly higher than the front seats, giving adult
occupants a natural sitting position. Plus, the large rear doors allow for easy entry and exit.
Trunk volume is impressive as well: The touchscreen interface mounted in the center of the
dashboard is hard to access while on the move because of its small virtual buttons, and the
system is slow to respond. Thankfully, there are many redundant buttons for the car's key
functions on the steering wheel, which allow users to bypass the touchscreen if they want to.
Plus, the two LCDs on either side of the speedometer minimize distraction. The most

fuel-efficient engine in the lineup is the standard 3. The optional 3. MKS brings adaptive xenon
headlights with automatic high beams, fog lights, inch alloy wheels, adjustable suspension
dampers, rear parking sensors and more. Interior features include leather upholstery, dual-zone
automatic climate control, eight-way power front seats with driver memory settings, a rearview
camera, and a speaker sound system, among other things. Given that the Lincoln MKS has
reached the end of its lifecycle, it is affordable compared to rivals. The MKS 3. Unless you get a
very good price for a MKS, our advice is to wait until fall when the MKS-replacing Continental
goes on sale. Home Car Reviews. Drive Interior Budget Specs. Comfort The Lincoln MKS
delivers a comfortable and composed ride, which means passengers will have pleasant trips
most of the time. Quality For a vehicle that has been around since , the MKS is showing its age.
Efficiency The most fuel-efficient engine in the lineup is the standard 3. Acquisition Given that
the Lincoln MKS has reached the end of its lifecycle, it is affordable compared to rivals. Click on
a model to learn more about it. MKS sedan - 4 doors. Tags Lincoln lincoln mks lincoln mks
review lincoln mks problems mks. Dan Mihalascu. April 26th at am April 26, July 12, By
continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Read more. I Agree. Read
our policy about the usage of your personal data. We might use these data for serving you more
relevant personalized ads. Do you agree? You can change your mind anytime in the Privacy
Policy page. The Lincoln MKX is a well-equipped and comfortable luxury crossover, but it
comes up far short against similarly priced competition. When trying to make a grand entrance
into a party, it's best to show up a little late and be magnificent. Just think of Scarlett O'Hara,
descending a curved staircase in a miraculously elegant dress made of green curtains. The
Lincoln MKX also showed up late to a party: one filled with luxury crossover SUVs from import
and domestic brands that successfully blend competent on-road manners, luxury-car trappings
and family-friendly accommodations. The MKX does its best to fit in with this party, but it ends
up doing it as that scene really went down, with Carol Burnett's Scarlett O'Hara descending a
curved staircase in a dress made of green curtains -- but with intact gold tassels and a curtain
rod. The MKX certainly looks elegant, with tasteful yet eye-catching exterior styling. The strip of
LED taillights is particularly striking, as is the grille that evokes the s Lincoln Continental. In
terms of features, the MKX is a standout, as it comes with more standard features than its
pricier competitors. Several of last year's optional items are now standard equipment, plus
Ford's impressive new Sync system now comes on all MKXs. This electronics interface
technology co-developed with Microsoft allows for drivers to control communication and
entertainment devices like cell phones, PDAs, iPods and other MP3 players via voice
commands. Under the MKX's skin, though, are the gold tassels and curtain rod. The MKX is
mechanically identical to the Ford Edge, a nice family crossover with a good amount of
performance, comfort and driving involvement. However, this vehicle makes a better case
against models from Honda, Toyota and Nissan than it does against Acura, Lexus and Infiniti.
The MKX is slower than its competitors, less refined, has worse brakes and features interior
construction not befitting a full-fledged luxury vehicle. It also provides less cargo space than
most other luxury crossovers, and there is no third-row option. For those looking to the MKX as
a slightly cheaper alternative to those vehicles, the Hyundai Veracruz Limited is also worth a
look. The MKX is only a few changes away from being a truly attractive proposition. A new set
of brakes, a bit more powerful engine and interior materials similar to those that will appear in
the forthcoming MKS sport sedan will make a world of difference. Until then, it had better avoid
descending a staircase. Standard features include inch wheels; a reverse parking system; a
tilt-telescoping steering wheel; dual-zone automatic climate control; an auto-dimming mirror;
heated and cooled power front seats with driver memory; leather upholstery; the Sync
electronics interface system; and a six-speaker stereo with six-CD changer, satellite radio and
an auxiliary audio jack. Optional features include inch chrome wheels, heated rear seats, a
rear-seat DVD entertainment system, a panoramic sunroof, a voice-activated navigation system
and an upgraded speaker surround-sound audio system. The latter three items can be ordered
together in the Elite Package. The Ultimate Package adds inch chrome-clad wheels, adaptive
headlights, trunk-mounted folding rear seat releases, power tailgate, upgraded leather
upholstery and a cargo management system. A Limited Edition package includes special
exterior and interior appearance items and the inch wheels. A Monochrome Limited Edition
package is similar, but features a body-colored grille. The Lincoln MKX is powered by a 3. There
is a choice of front- or all-wheel drive. A six-speed automatic transmission is standard, but
unlike competitor models, there is no manual shift control feature. In performance testing, the
MKX went to 60 mph in 8. Fuel economy for is 16 mpg city and 23 mpg highway for the
front-wheel-drive model, while all-wheel drive reduces mileage by only 1 highway mpg. Antilock
brakes, traction control and stability control including rollover mitigation technology are
standard, as are six airbags, including front-seat side impact airbags and full-length side curtain

airbags. The MKX did very well in crash tests. In government testing, it got five out of five stars
for frontal driver and side impact protection and four stars in frontal passenger collisions.
Stopping in the Lincoln MKX can be an adventure since Lincoln has made no effort to improve
upon the Edge's meager braking performance. The MKX took feet to stop from 60 mph -- and
that was the best distance among five attempts -- which is much longer than virtually every
other luxury crossover. The MKX's ample weight is partly to blame for this, and it also takes its
toll on acceleration and handling. Nevertheless, the 3. The ride is also comfortable, while the
interior is very hushed, creating a serene driving environment. The MKX's ergonomics are
generally good and the controls work in a straightforward fashion, but somebody needs to tell
Lincoln that simply spraying silver paint on stock Ford switchgear and calling it a "satin-nickel
finish" doesn't create a luxurious, high-quality environment. The other plastics within the MKX's
interior also have a low-rent feel, and even the gauges are plain. Fit and finish is another area
that needs to be improved, as do the rock-hard front seats. Looking on the bright side of things,
there are plenty of standard and optional creature comforts like heated and cooled front seats,
heated rear seats and a plethora of entertainment options. Both rows of seats offer plenty of
space -- particularly in back, where three people can fit well enough in the MKX's wide body.
The cargo area is another story. Its capacity is limited to a maximum of 69 cubic feet, less than
what many competing models offer. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Lincoln MKX. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Poor braking distances, smallish cargo capacity, low-grade
interior materials, rock-hard front seats, no dynamic advantage over the Ford Edge. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Also,
former options are now standard equipment, including reverse parking sensors, satellite radio,
and heated and cooled seats with memory. Voice activation is added to the optional navigation
system. A pair of special edition appearance packages is also now available. Read more. Write a
review See all 75 reviews. The combo of style, performance, and features made it easy to "buy
American. Cooled seats in Texas set it apart from all the others. I really like the Ipod hookup,
satellite radio, nav system, and hands free phone functions. I averaged 19 mpg for the 36k miles
I had it; and the 6 cyl had plenty of zip. Only negative is that the battery died after 2 years but
the quick response I got from the dealer made up for even that one negative. I am spoiled and
will not go back to a lesser vehicle. Read less. Very few repairs, very dependable and super
comfortable! I'm a coupe kind of guy. I like to be low to the ground and have a grip of where all
my tires are. The idea of an SUV has never really intrigued me It was small enough that I felt like
I still had control of it and large enough to handle any extra storage we may need. I loved the
black interior with natural-colored wood grain trim. It's the perfect combination in my opinion.
On top of the black exterior. For an '08 the features are pretty outstanding. The white dash lights
are very nice as opposed to the green or amber I've been so accustomed to. The interior lighting
is bright, but it's not annoying to the driver. The only thing we had come up with it is the speed
sensor went out miles after owning it. Fortunately, the dealer put a mile warranty on it, pretty
surprising for an 8-year-old vehicle, and it was covered. Regardless, I love this SUV. I'm very
glad we held out and went with Lincoln. The leather has held up very nicely. It still drives great. I
only have one complaint I do keep it clean and properly take care of its appearance. I'm still very
happy with this vehicle. After several horrible experiences with European vehicles, I decided to
buy domestic again. The sound system is great. The clutter free instrumentation with retro
gauges is pleasing. The cabin is roomy with plenty of cargo space. Quality leather seats are
comfortable. It could benefit from a rear view backup camera. The silver painted interior plastic
looks like silver painted plastic. It will likely be a favorite of ours. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the MKX. Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Sensibility
and practicality define the Lincoln MKZ! You'll appreciate its safety and convenience features!
This 4 door, 5 passenger sedan provides exceptional value! All of the premium features

expected of a Lincoln are offered, including: a power seat, front fog lights, and remote keyless
entry. Smooth gearshifts are achieved thanks to the 3. You will have a pleasant shopping
experience that is fun, informative, and never high pressured. Stop by our dealership or give us
a call for more information. Leather Seats, Is a local trade in! Vehicles for the person who can
take care of minor repairs and would rather not pay anyone to do something they can do for
themselves. As-Is No warranty. Odometer is miles below market average! Pricing may not
include additional installed accessories. If you are looking for the best value in used car prices,
Forrester Lincoln is the place. Family owned and operated since , we are committed to getting
you the best deal on a pre-owned vehicle. We do extensive market research to determine what
similar vehicles are selling for and price our vehicles to be the best value. This enables us to
provide the most competitive prices on our entire inventory. We survey thousands of used car
websites to maintain our competitive edge. We have been Cleveland's leading Independent
dealership for over 50 years. Every vehicle we sell has been safety inspected and serviced and
is ready for immediate delivery. This AWD-equipped vehicle handles well in any weather
condition or terrain. You'll benefit from superb handling, improved steering and excellent
acceleration. If you are interested in this vehicle, it is our suggestion that you contact us at your
earliest convenience, as we do turn our inventory very quickly. It is equipped with a 6 Speed
Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Black with a Black interior. It is offered As-Is, extended
warranty is available. Call or Text us at For help with any of our departments. The following
items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new pair of tires! Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. This Lincoln includes: 3. This Lincoln MKZ has such low mileage it has been parked more
than driven. Marked by excellent quality and features with unmistakable refined leather interior
that added value and class to the Lincoln MKZ. More information about the Lincoln MKZ: The
Lincoln MKZ is closely related mechanically to the Ford Fusion and Mercury Milan, but it offers
more interior comfort, luxury, and available high-tech features, without sacrificing the
fun-to-drive qualities. The interior stands out for being spacious for people and cargo compared
to other sedans; the Lincoln MKZ claims to have best-in-class interior space and trunk space.
Power and Associates. Interesting features of this model are premium audio and navigation
systems. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Waffles or pancakes? Ice
cream or frozen yogurt? Cake or pie? Life is full of tough decisions. Decisions that can change
the course of your life and the lives of others around you. But lucky for you, this fantastic
Lincoln MKZ will make your car-buying decision an easy one! Great fuel economy, a smooth
ride, terrific handling, and excellent fuel economy. Come check it out, you'll love it! Find out
why our dealerships have won DealerRater. Call, email, or live chat with one of our friendly
sales professionals now to schedule your test drive! This Lincoln MKZ Base is anything but,
with a list of standard features that would make most top-tier trims jealous. Motivated by a 3.
Safety features for this Lincoln MKZ Base include dual front, front-side, and curtain-side airbags
with rollover deployment, antilock four-wheel disc brakes with anti-skid, traction control, a tire
pressure monitor, rear obstacle detection system, and a theft deterrent system. Need we say
more?!?! Very rare in this condition and this pedigree. Included with all books. Powerful v6
engine and a very smooth ride. Ready to drive away in style. None will compare for the price
mileage and year. Stock Driven only slightly over 5k miles per year!! We are a Carfax Advantage
dealer. Carfax certified with buyback guarantee. Has just gone through pre-sale inspection
smog safety and certification. Call directly between 10am and pm Monday through Saturday in
Escondido at We are located at West 3rd. Ave Escondido Ca. We are happy to answer any
questions you may have. We are a family-run business and have been owner-operated for over
30 years. You are purchasing this vehicle from a licensed bonded source with the assurance of
a full mechanical inspection smog check and certification upon delivery! This is not a risky
private-party purchase without recourse. You can meet the owner directly have peace of mind
and the assurance of a physical presence. Check the rest of inventory online at Prices and
payments including the amount down payment do not include tax titles tags documentation
charges emissions testing charges or other fees required by law or lending organizations. All
vehicle specifications prices and equipment are subject to change without notice. Very low
rates available and 72 Month term O. Bad Credit OK! Trades are welcome. Many forms of
payment are available. A purchaser is welcome to check out our vehicles as much as they like
onsite. Our last test drive is at and we close at Monday-Saturday unless otherwise scheduled
with sales. Only 87, Miles! Wood interior appliques, Variable intermittent speed-sensitive wipers,
Universal garage door opener. See our inventory at We have all types of financing based on
your credit worthiness. We guarantee your experience will be present, our sales staff is on

salary to eliminate haggling and to make the customers buying experience a great one.
Minimum credit score applies, and additional income requirements may apply. Rates subject to
change, based upon credit union rates. Credit Union may require additional criteria for
membership. We strive to give accurate information, however, there are mistakes. In case of a
typographical error dealership retains the right to make corrections. Prices are not binding
without an executed contract at the dealership and are subject to change within 24 hours. Price
excludes government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer document preparation
charge, and any emission testing charge. We disclose all information known about the vehicle
at the time of sale. No pressure sales staff is always friendly and ready to help. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2, Engine Type
Gas 2, Hybrid Cylinders 4 cylinders 2, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings
with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Price Drop. Know The Deal. Not
provided. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. After having
the vehicle for 3 years now with 58K on the odometer I thought that now was a appropriate time
for a real world review, and this is what I found. True, it is not exactly the most stylish car out
there pales in comparison to say a CTS but also costs a good 10K less. Gas mileage has been I
do about 20K miles a year. Great car for the money. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Remember
Me? Cars by brand Cars by country Prototypes Last updated. Forums index Automotive forums
General forums New posts. Gordon Murray Automotive T. Tour Auto. The results are in for the
Artcurial and Gooding auctions and new Audi racer Artcurial La Parisienne sale preview with
seven Group B cars.. Daytona 24 Hours winner and Ferrari and Aston open for bids Daytona
preview and hardcore BMW M The Scottsdale results, sales topped by a Jaguar D-Type Events
Multimedia Gaming Miscellaneous Website discussion. Lincoln MKS. Page 1 of 1 The all-new
Lincoln MKS full-size luxury sedan was unveiled at the Greater Los Angeles International Auto
Show, providing customers understated style, first-of-a-kind convenience features, advanced
safety and one of the best values in the luxury market. The new Lincoln flagship is designed to
help fuel Lincoln's growth by attracting new customers. The Lincoln MKS is a full-size luxury
sedan aimed at bringing new and younger buyers into the Lincoln fold. Not traditional luxury
buyers who shop based on name and price tag alone, Lincoln MKS customers are under 50 and
value beautiful modern design, more fuel efficiency and good value. Many will be first-time
luxury buyers, with a significant number expected to migrate from imports. In fact, up to 60
percent of those buying the luxury sedan are expected to be new to Lincoln. Juanes was
recognized by Time magazine as one of the " Most Influential People in the World" for his belief
in the possibility of social change through music. Common, an accomplished musician,
children's author and actor, will represent Lincoln beginning in The partnership will feature
multiple levels of advertising, marketing and promotional activities between Lincoln and
Common's wide-ranging businesses and his community service program. Its most striking
exterior design feature is its double-wing grille, which sweeps up into the jewel-like headlamps,
wrapping around the front fascia and forming a sharp crease that defines the high beltline. A
subtle kick-up over the rear wheel calls back cues found on many classic Lincolns. Strong
shoulders, dramatic C-pillars, clean body sides, a tall rear deck and large wheels and tires lend
the Lincoln MKS a confident stance. Modern luxury carries through inside, as well. Space is
abundant, with a class-leading interior package. In fact, the MKS has the largest rear cabin in its
class in every important dimension, including head, leg and shoulder room. And Lincoln tends
to passengers' comfort with standard heated rear seats, an overhead skylight and a sun shade
for the backlight. Its interior is sleek. For instance, the Lincoln MKS's symmetrical instrument
panel has fewer break lines than other luxury vehicles. The flow-through center stack is clean
and uncluttered, with an information screen integrated at the top. The large center console has
a split, two-piece, padded upper section. Each section slides forward individually to form an
armrest. For example, the leather used for the seats is perfected with vegetable dyes and a
chromium-free tanning process to create the softest leather ever used in a Lincoln. Ebony wood
used for some models is reclaimed from furniture makers and others sources, offering a rare
wood with minimal environmental impact. Also offered is Olive Ash, a wood with a distinctive
grain pattern created when the roots of two trees grow together. The powertrain has been
derived from the proven 3. Both engines share the same strong, die-cast aluminium block and
lightweight four-valve heads for smooth operation at high RPMs. The 3. This engine delivers
horsepower and lb. Less than a year after launch, the Lincoln MKS will be the first vehicle to
offer Ford's new gasoline Turbo direct injection engine technology. The premium engine - which
offers the power and torque of a V-8 with the fuel efficiency of a V-6 - will make the Lincoln MKS
the most powerful and fuel-efficient all-wheel drive luxury sedan in the market. Lincoln MKS

also is available with an all-wheel-drive AWD system that provides a confident driving
experience in all weather. It uses a sophisticated system of clutches to quickly distribute torque
between front and rear wheels - up to percent in either direction - to avoid wheel slip. The AWD
system works with the standard Advance Trac stability control system to provide additional
stability, transferring torque from side-to-side. An all-new independent rear suspension design
features vertically mounted shock absorbers mounted at the outboard end of the suspension
arms near the wheels, maximizing suspension travel and allowing for more precise suspension
tuning. The MacPherson strut and rear-facing L-shaped lower control arm front suspension also
was designed to maximize suspension travel and tuned to work in harmony with the rear
suspension. As an added benefit, the new suspension design can accommodate larger, inch
wheels and tires without compromising ride comfort. The Lincoln MKS comes standard with
inch bright, machined, cast aluminium painted spoke wheels. Nineteen-inch spoke painted,
polished or machined aluminium or a class-exclusive inch, spoke, highly polished, cast
aluminium wheel are available options. The Lincoln MKS is equipped with a comprehensive
package of the latest in active and passive safety features to provide the highest level of
protection for all occupants. Standard safety features include: dual-stage driver and front
passenger air bags, safety belt pretensioners, load-limiting retractors, driver seat positioning
sensor, side air bags and Safety Canopy side curtain air bags with roll-fold technology and
four-wheel ABS brakes. Page 1 of 1. Add your comments on the Lincoln MKS. Cars by brand.
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